Campus construction under investigation

One building's woes may signal trouble

CHRISTINE DELLERT
Staff Writer

Laser brick and missing precast concrete panels may be issues at the Student Administration Building as building inspectors reported that the building's masonry work still needs much improvement.

"It still looks like something might happen," said Jackie Butler, associate dean of Student Affairs. "We're still waiting for the final report on their investigations." Butler relayed that the investigation into the safety of other buildings will continue as well.

Crewmen are now replacing the brick at the base of the building and hope to have it completed by the summer term, according to Butler.

UCF football games will have tailgating activities such as food, external power source, and propane grills. No kegs or mass quantities of alcohol will be allowed. The Florida Gators and Georgia Bulldogs will compete in the stadium on Saturday.

One building's woes may signal trouble

"It's not just our building," Butler said. "It's a threat to the entire campus." Butler added that they are waiting for the final report to see if anything more can be done.

UCF football games will have tailgating activities such as food, external power source, and propane grills. No kegs or mass quantities of alcohol will be allowed. The Florida Gators and Georgia Bulldogs will compete in the stadium on Saturday.

Proposed tailgate restrictions

No kegs or mass quantities of alcohol.
No alcohol glasses.
No open containers of alcohol.
No use of gas grills.
No pets allowed.
No sale of alcoholic beverages.
No sale of fluid narcotics.
No use of external power source.
No glass containers.
No kegs or mass quantities of alcohol.
No open containers of alcohol.
No sale of alcoholic beverages.
No sale of fluid narcotics.
No tailgating in the stadium.
No sale of alcoholic beverages.
No sale of fluid narcotics.
No open containers of alcohol.
No use of external power source.
No glass containers.
No kegs or mass quantities of alcohol.

On-campus housing loses drug tolerance

BANDY HARRIS
Contributing Writer

A new resident director at the Department of Housing and Residence Life is taking serious steps to combat drug policy issues as well.

As part of a new "zero tolerance" approach that became effective in the summer of 2003, residents cannot have UCF's "bodkin tail" by possessing or using illegal or controlled substances. This policy aims to protect students and faculty from drug-related incidents that could negatively impact the university community.

The new resident director, John Hartzler, says that his team is working hard to prevent drug use on campus.

"We are seeing an increase in the number of drug-related incidents in residence halls over the past few years," Hartzler said. "The Office of Student Conduct implemented the zero-tolerance sanction as a result of numerous meetings with the Department of Housing and Residence Life."

Hartzler said that the increase is both due to the national averages of drug-related incidents at other universities across the country and significantly less when compared to other Florida universities such as FSU and UCF.

The sanction impacts on-campus residents with convictions at the Lake Clarke, 11th Avenue, Apollo and Lime Communities. Because of a difference in housing agreements, the zero-tolerance rule does not apply to UCF's off-campus residents.

Hartzler said that the drug policy was always enforced, but the new resident director is looking to make sure the policy is being enforced properly.

"We are trying to be more proactive," Hartzler said. "We want to prevent drug use on campus before it becomes a problem."
Broken pipe leaves CREOL dry

Rent-a-cups may sweep lots
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removing water pipes surrounding the CREOL building.

K N I G H T M A N T H R E E
Entrance to Creol

Acknowledged by Professor William P. Doherty, director of CREOL, the situation is unusual because CREOL is a research laboratory building and not a typical educational facility. However, Doherty said he anticipates that the situation will be resolved within the next few days.

The incident occurred at approximately 6 p.m. on Monday, when a water pipe located in the basement of CREOL was broken, causing water to inundate the building.

Doherty said the building was evacuated and the water was pumped out. The cause of the break is currently under investigation.

(continued on page A15)
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Let us know

The Future wants to hear from you. If you have a club, group, event, or other information you'd like the Future to run, drop us a line. Don't forget to include your name, phone number, and any other information you'd like us to know. You can send your information to Central Florida Future, 700 W. University Blvd., P.O. Box 114150, Orlando, FL 32811-4145. Or call us at 407-823-2000. We accept faxed contributions.
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 60 MONTHS!

INCLUDES ALL 03 MODELS EXCEPT NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLES, 20TH ANNIVERSARY GTI, WOLFSBURG JETTAS AND TOUAREG. HURRY LIMITED TIME OFFER

1.9% APR NOW AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 60 MONTHS!

LIMITED TIME OFFER

*Leases are calculated with 0% total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

- 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
- 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2003 GOLF GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Multi-Media

$299 PER MONTH + SVC TAX FOR 48 MONTHS TURBO DIESELS AVAILABLE

- 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
- 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2003 JETTA GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Multi-Media

$209 PER MONTH + SVC TAX FOR 48 MONTHS TURBO DIESELS AVAILABLE

- 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
- 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2003 ALL NEW PASSAT GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Multi-Media

$289 PER MONTH + SVC TAX FOR 48 MONTHS PASSAT WAGONS ARE NOW HERE!

- 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
- 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2003 NEW BEETLE GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Multi-Media

$219 PER MONTH + SVC TAX FOR 48 MONTHS TURBO DIESELS AVAILABLE

- 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
- 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2003 All New GTI
P/Windows, P/Locks, 17" Alloys, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Multi-Media

$265 PER MONTH + SVC TAX FOR 48 MONTHS BIG SELECTION!

- 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
- 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2004 TOUAREG

OVER 20 IN STOCK

HUGE SELECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY MODELS AVAILABLE! HURRY WHILE THEY LAST!

We Can Assist You With:
- FIRST TIME BURGERS
- COLLEGE-GRAD PROGRAM
- CREDIT PROBLEMS

ARISTOCRAT VOLKSWAGEN
4175 S. Hwy 17-92 M-F 9-9 SAT 9-6 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)
407-365-3300 SERVICE DEPT OPEN SATURDAY 9-5
Bush criticized for soaring postwar cost

U.S. schools to use less drugs than Florida or Florida State

Congressional approval of the new money for Iraq "would send the message to the world, especially our enemies, that we have the staying power to finish the job," Wolfowitz said.

Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., the Armed Services Committee's senior Democrat, noted that Wolfowitz's "fiscally prudent" plan "leaves out reconstruction and energizes terrorist activity." Levin said the administration's offer is a "second chance."
Another Great College Park Community

SHORT TERM LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!

CHECK OUT OUR AWESOME AMENITIES

- Fully Furnished 2, 3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
- Individual Leases
- Private Baths*
- Resort Style Pool!!
- Covered Basketball Pavilion & Full Size Court
- Covered Parking
- Movie Theatre & Conference Room
- Sparkling Spa
- Utilities Included in Rent
- Free Ethernet in Every Bedroom
- Tennis Courts
- Computer Labs
- Free Tanning Bed
- Sand Volleyball Court
- BBQ / Picnic Pavilion
- 3 HBO’s, ESPN ... and Disney

*Restrictions Apply

$194 moves you in

11841 Jefferson Commons Cir.
Orlando, FL 32826
407.382.4114
www.collegeparkweb.com

2003 SENATE ELECTIONS

University of Central Florida

VOTE ONLINE https://connect.ucf.edu

(Online voting ends at 5:00pm)

Petition pick-ups: Sept. 8 - Sept. 17 9:00am - 5:00pm
Declaration of Candidacy - Sept. 15 - Sept. 17 9:00am - 5:00pm
Senate Election - Sept 29 - Oct. 1 9:00am - 5:00pm
Run-off Elections - Oct. 4 - Oct. 6 9:00am - 5:00pm

(Online voting ends at 5:00pm)
Structural material found to be flawed

By KL

The 11-story UCF Student Union, which has been labeled as the tallest building at the University of Central Florida, has been found to contain an array of structural problems.

The University of Central Florida has been under attack for allowing the building to be completed in 1960 without proper construction standards. The university has been criticized for allowing the building to be completed without proper testing and adherence to construction codes.

According to a recent inspection, the building's exterior walls were found to be filled with concrete blocks that were not properly attached to the building's structure. This has led to concerns about the building's stability.

The university has been criticized for not taking the necessary steps to ensure the safety of its students and employees. The building's south face is the tallest at the university, and the university's administrators have been under pressure to take action.

The university's administrators have been investigating the matter and have taken steps to ensure the building's safety. They have also been working with local authorities to ensure that the building is up to code.

The building's south face is the tallest at the university, and the university's administrators have been under pressure to take action. The university's administrators have been investigating the matter and have taken steps to ensure the building's safety. They have also been working with local authorities to ensure that the building is up to code.
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The university's administrators have been investigating the matter and have taken steps to ensure the building's safety. They have also been working with local authorities to ensure that the building is up to code.
Go to the UCF Football Game?

**UNDER 21? BEWARE**

Flu. Stat. 562.111 makes it a crime for a person under the age of 21 to possess alcohol. It is not a defense to the crime that you merely held a container of alcohol but did not drink from it.

**You can be arrested for this offense, and the crime is punishable by a**
- Up to 2 years in jail & a fine of up to $500
- Up to a year in jail & a fine up to $1,500

If you are not arrested, but instead are issued a notice to appear by law enforcement telling you that you have been charged with a violation of Flu. Stat. 562.111, you may also have been given the opportunity to resolve your case, without going to court by filling out the back of the notice to appear and pleading no contest.

Keep in mind that if you resolve this matter by pleading no contest and paying the amount on the back of the charging document, you have in effect entered a written plea of no contest in the crime and received a sentence of a withholding of adjudication, a fine, plus court costs. Therefore, if you plead no contest, pay the fines and court costs and you are subsequently asked if you have ever entered a plea of guilty or no contest to a crime, your answer will have to be YES.
Can't get you out of my mind

Lack of sleep may be culprit for depression, study says

NATALIE RODRIGUEZ
Staff Writer

College students often go to sleep in the wee hours of the morning, and for obvious reasons. "You go out late at night and then work the next day," junior Celeste Cudney said.

Robert Harman, director of the UCF Counseling Center, has observed the same thing: "They've got jobs to do, so they have to make room for sleep." Many students fantasize about what college life would be like if they weren't so sleep-deprived, he said. "They imagine it being easier to get things done.

The number of UCF students consulting doctors for sleep problems has increased over the years, Harman said. Concerns about stressors, family relationships, work and classwork all lead to stress. "Time management becomes critical when you're a person's ability to cope with stress," he said.

"If you can, head down to your room and take a nap," Harman said.

"Don't think you're wasting your time," he added.

DAVA DEAPL

Friday, Sept. 13

The city of Orlando only gets spooky after dark. Orlando Hauntings Ghost Tours depart from a brightly lit and much-used mall, the Historic Roosevelt Manor. On the 90-minute, walking, haunting historian Michael Garcia will walk listeners through eerie tales of death and attacks.
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Drink up! Red wine may lengthen life

Study shows wine may be healthier than beer or liquor

NASEEM SOWTI Staff Writer

Recent studies show that the basement of youth might be hiding with red wine instead of water.

Well, maybe that's a bit of an overstatement, but there is some new research that may link red wine and a longer-lasting life.

Dr. David Sinclair and his colleagues at Harvard Medical School in Boston have found a class of naturally occurring chemicals that extend the life of yeast cells by about 70 percent. These chemicals, which are a subset of the elements found in red wine, red berries, olive oil and other foods.

The recent finding also underscores the so-called French paradox, a phenomenon in which, despite their high-calorie diet, people in France suffer from fewer cardiovascular diseases.

These findings are fueled by an increasingly hot field focused on the molecular biology of calorie restriction. This link was first demonstrated in the 1930s. 

Students who received all nutrients but 20 percent fewer calories in their diet have been found to live up to 30 percent longer today. It's believed that calorie restriction can have the same effect in humans.

One of the explanations for this finding lies in a series of genes, known collectively as sirtuins. Leonard Guarente, a biology professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has been elucidating research on these genes. He noted that even a moderate, low-calorie diet can extend the life of yeast cells by about 50 percent.

Resveratrol, which is one of the chemicals of this class, is a prominent component of grapes, red wine, olive oil and other foods.

According to David Sinclair, who has a chemistry background, red wine and red berries might be safer than beer or liquor.


If you are experiencing ANY of these symptoms, call CNS Healthcare today. They can help you understand many conditions such as:

- Depression
- ADHD
- Anxiety
- Bipolar Disorder

If qualified, you will be compensated for travel and time involved. All the medication and care associated with the research study are provided at no cost to you. 

Health insurance is not necessary. Call today for your no-cost evaluation!

Where the Borrower Benefits to a Higher Degree!

- **ABSOLUTE ZERO STAFFORD LOANS**
  - No Upfront Fees - 3% Savings at Origination

- **NURSING ADVANTAGE LOAN PROGRAM**
  - No Upfront Fees - 3% Savings at Origination
  - 3% Interest Rate Discount
  - 0.25% Auto-Debit Discount

- **TEACHER ADVANTAGE LOAN PROGRAM**
  - No Upfront Fees - 3% Savings at Origination
  - 3% Interest Rate Discount
  - 0.25% Auto-Debit Discount

**FELMAC SOUTHWEST STUDENT SERVICES CORPORATION**

www.ssscorp.com

(888) 740-1074
Recording industry boosts pressure on college downloaders

JESSICA LACOMB

Point Click. Point Click. To many in the music industry this is the mantra. But, unfortunately, it has failed in its efforts to educate consumers on the importance of owning their music. The industry manipulates them largely unaffected, having loads seems to have had the percent in erase downloaded files and offenders, said the RIAA.

"It's important to understand that music sales are cyclical. No one in the industry will tell you this, but we are coming out of the "grunge" cycle."

-U.C.M. STAFF WRITER
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Matt Prater has redefined the Knights' kicking role this year

**ERIC BERNHARD**

During the UCF football game against Virginia Tech, a new school record was set, and it has to do with supershot specialist Dan McCardell or San Huyes.

Versatile kicker Matt Prater finished the day with a 65-yard-point-record-breaking, the previous single-game record of 45-yard point-record, which was set by Chris McCudden back on November 5, 1993.

In the game versus the Hokies, Prater booted six points for 364 yards. Among these six, three of these would be 60-yard point-record which scored an impressive kicking style which may be best described as a Specialty Kick, a method that unarguably contributed to the distance of his points.

The most amazing aspect of his record-setting feat was that it was the first time that Prater was posted to a college game.

Instead of using frequent punter Scott Snow, the Knights turned to Prater who is more capable and versatile kicking duties for the team. Virginia Tech's gifted punting unit had the coaching staff call on Prater because of his extraordinary ability to kick, the hard kick.

Prater and the men trained for nearly three weeks to familiarize themselves with the technique. When they finally got actualized to using it on game day, their plan worked perfectly. In the game, Virginia Tech didn't want to rush the kickers as many as they normally did. Instead, they opted to play the punt safe.

With 40 seconds left to play, Virginia Tech, the Knights are going on to create another Specialty Kick to finish the game.

"As you've seen, we're kicking with it," Prater said. "We've been working on this with specialty kick the last five or six times, putting in some kicks. Tomorrow we know what we're going to do every time they have a 60-yard kick to block." Not only does the unconventional style of punting work well, it also allows Prater to keep his legs warm for kicking duties throughout the game.

Prater grew up playing soccer since the age of three. Eventually he began playing intractability at the age of one, some of his teammates was Santiago Cristante, place-kicker for rival UCF and younger brother of Tampa Bay Buccaneers kicker Martin Gramatica. At some point when playing together, Santiago and his brother studied for kicking duties, conjuring what and his family to do the same.

As Prater said, "I'm passing about 40 minutes. I learned kicking in football and playing soccer on and off," Prater said.

As UCF's kicker, Prater only needs to focus on football. As he is generally better among the Knights, he doesn't really think about personal record-setting, as he is in a team for the team's win.

And with big games in UCF's future, as well as a division championship being won, Prater will play a prominent role in the days ahead. After missing the role that may be significant of the quarter, Prater understands that his role in the future will either be essential, or essential part of the team.

"I think is a pretty big role because I can double get the doubles with the final three weeks. You're not the persistence," Prater said.

One of the toughest aspects that kickers in general need to deal with is finding that most teams have three specialists to rise in return, aiming for their legs. Prater scored 12-3 and 37 points, but was the game's penalty blows of Saturday.

Do Prater want to know the next game? "It's all about me and you," said Prater.

Last year Prater finished under the guidance of former UCF kicker Scott Melton.

"I helped him prepare mentally," said Prater. Perhaps everything is a learning curve.

Men's soccer records another home victory

**DAN WIERB**

The Golden Knights men's soccer team closed the 2003 season on Saturday afternoon with a 1-0 victory over the University of San Francisco Dons. Seniors forward Chris Brown scored the only goal for the Knights, whose record improved 5-4-2 for the year.

UFC moved the only goal that they would need late in the first half when Brunner put the rebound of a shot that appeared to be hand
died by untested-Jon Jonas. Jonas got the credit for the point at 17:26. After the goal, the Golden Knights looked back and held the Dons scoreless.

For the second straight game a thunder storm delayed the contest. When the game finally started time were hot and muggy. Despite the weather, "I pressured

**INSIDE THE NUMBERS**

343 - Matt Prater's value to the toe in (yardage) vs. Virginia Tech.

319 - Matt Prater's value for yardage per punt.

30 - Matt Prater's number of punts.

27 - Matt Prater's yardage per punt.

2 - Matt Prater's number of touchbacks.

1 - Matt Prater's final score.

**Quotables**

"I understand that it's a Specialty Kick, but it's just too easy to block your own," Prater said.

"I don't really think about what I get if I want our chance to win," said Prater.
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Knights ready for Owls

Cougaring off of a big week and playing against a division 1-AA opponent, the Knights should be able to satisfy both the offensive and defensive units for next Saturday's match up against Syracuse. The largest corner in past seasons was the special teams unit, but this year the highlight of UCF’s loss to the Boise State. Wide receiver Matt Prater will be able to use a true unconventional punting method, he will look to add even more impressive numbers to his 2000 punting average.

Prior to the loss to Valdosta State, FAA was kicked out of the podium among division 1-AA schools. The Knights remain national underdogs as they are ranked as low as 70th in the nation.
Two years later, peace eludes us

**O** ne thing that's become obvious is the meaning of the words "seamless transition" to American officials. The term is a favorite one in the Bush administration, and it's used to describe the handoff of power taking place from the current administration to the one that will take the oath of office January 20.

The Bush administration insists that things will be "seamless," meaning that there will be no legal, administrative or logistical gap in the transition. The problem is that there is, and the gap is already wide and growing.

The Bush administration has been criticized for not providing adequate transition plans and for not coordinating its efforts with future administrations.

Our STANCE

**Bushe's request too much for too little**

B"ush is a fellow that likes to do things in a big way, and he has a big state that he wants to show the world. And the problem is, the world is not going to buy it. The world is not going to pay for it. The world is not going to support it.

It's not that the world is against American power, but it's that the world is against American arrogance. The world is not going to pay for American arrogance.

The world is not going to pay for American arrogance in the way that Bush wants to.

Our STANCE

**SA failed by denying flag money**

As a former NSA censor, I am astonished by the failure of the Senate to contribute to the war effort in a meaningful way. In the past few weeks, I have heard the refrain that the Senate is too interested in their own interests and not the interests of the country.

The Senate has failed to pass a significant amount of money to support the war effort.
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**Bush support spoils flag symbol**

Burke support spoils flag symbol I applaud the debacle for its "flag fly by" today. It broadcasted itself and many others in the conservative ideology, and it was a wonderful thing. Burke's view is as follows: and I applaud the "flag fly by" today.
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ADHD affects about 4% of the adult population.

In other words, you’re not alone.

People with ADHD often have symptoms such as:
- **feeling of restlessness or impatience**
- **procrastinating or disorganized**
- **bored easily**
- **difficulty paying attention**

ADHD STUDY

If any of these symptoms sound familiar, you may qualify for a medical research study involving an investigative medication. Call for immediate evaluation. Eligible participants receive a comprehensive psychiatric evaluation and compensation. Appointments always available.

ORLANDO 407-644-1165
LEESBURG 352-728-4646
ASK FOR EXT. 84

View Classifieds online anytime at www.UCFnews.com!
great skin in.
MARY KAY
From head to toe, get soft, glowing, look-at-
me skin. Velocity® skin care is the quick, easy way
to a beautiful complexion. And velocity®
body care helps rejuv you up. Perfect for your
busy, on-the-go life. Call or email me to try
Velocity® skin care and color products Free
today! Great for men too!

In the Summer Sweepstakes Enter online by 8/8/03 or call me
toll-free at 1-800-739-8149. No purchase necessary. Must be
either 15 or older, exceptions by oc.

JENNIFER JASSANI INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSUL TANT
Shop 24/7 at www.marykay.com/jassani
407 208-9918 jassani@marykay.com
Member this is for a 15% chance of your own order

400 SERVICES
Frozen Market, ringing $10
Bobby Miller in Longboat Key Pop电话: CAL: 941 926-3710
Training Available
Financial axcounting, Open Hours, and many other services available.
For more details, call us in the area.

"Karen 'l i White Editor" Newsline via.
Be the first to the book ProjectResources@Embar
cellen of give us a call.
941 761-1610
941 226-3715 "Paid E-Newsletter"

CUSTOMERS SERVICES
Dry cleaning, nail care, take-out A1A.
Waxing, private organizations, For your special needs can visit
Surgery, Seton Avenue.

"RECREATION" "
Sport shirts to the first one. Paid Reservations.
"FREE" cover fee included. Call 941 226-3715 or email.

ACADEMIC TUTORING
In Math, English, SAT/ACT.
Call Dr. Green at 941-926-9080 or e-mail.

500 EVENTS:
Join the Student Entrepreneur Society September 12th from 9-o’clock at the
Pegasus Ballroom A. Become a member
free books, please, into the UCF Business Convention, and much more

500 EVENTS:
From Pueblo, Colorado of UCF!
Great people and ways to hear expressions.
Diverse views on health and wellness.
It is a one day event for everyone. Call 407-823-3047.
Mr. Stephen Lawrence Price, Ph.D.,
http://dspace.ucf.edu/ama

UCF BOUTIKUAN
Art, Sport & Sell College
Design workshops, classes, one time experiences.
M-F, 9-16-03, in The Piazza.
http://dspace.ucf.edu/ama

550 EVENTS:
UCF Campus
Looking to make your fall performance and faculty celebration the season.
Other side of discounts.

EPICENTER 500
Open Book 500 Finals. Per-please.
www.epicenter.com

Don’t have time to visit the mall? Let the
has been for 30 days and off campus. Call 407-447-4050.

SPRING BREAK 2004
Travel on BTS.
Advanced (4th) and 5th Grades.
Advanced (4th) and 5th Grades.

Advanced Fitness Science.
National supplement based on Total
Plus research, increased stamina, performance.
www.gymkhan.com

laundry and bathe washing.
Pick up & delivery. Good rates.
Call 407-345-9920 or e-mail.

Moms 816 Specializes.
High schoolers. College students. Everyone.
Call 407-368-2080 or e-mail.

Email: jessica@816specializes.com

700 WORSHIP

AN UNCOMMON DENOMINATION
University Unitarian Universalist Church
11648 McCollard Blvd.
1216 w. of Kilner Dr.
An Uncommon Speaker
Howard Simon, ACU Alien.
"Privacy and the Patriot Act"
Sunday, Sept. 14, 10:30 a.m.
(407) 645-1822
website: www.universityun.org

800 MISCELLANEOUS

Spring Break - signing with Student
Services and get FAFSA - country wide
Books to over 15 international
Destinations - including Europe, Asia, and
South America. Why go with anyone else?
Limited offer, Call to register. Consult Center
(800-385-1911).

900 WANTED

Central Florida Future
(Florida Times-Union Joint Sales Group)
Central Florida Future
(Florida Times-Union Joint Sales Group)
Now Hiring

WRITERS - ALL SECTIONS, COLUMNISTS, GRAPHIC DESIGNERS W/ QUARK EXP.

Don't want for graduation to get a job in journalism,
Newswoman reveals career experiences, and the Future provides it
For more information, CALL 407-447-4555 or E-MAIL editor@UCFnews.com

12001 Science Dr. - Orlando, Fl 32826 EOL/DWP

Please see solutions on Page A2

---

Central Florida Future
---
Welcome Back Knights!

Stop by RaceTrac for Back-to-School Refreshment

Powerade 32 oz $1

September Late Knights PART TWO!

Open UCF Gym FREE FOOD!

PLAY DAY FOR ALL!
Free Weights
Rock Climbing
Basketball
Sand Volleyball
Badminton
Tennis
Swimming Pool
Master Class
Plus More FUN GAMES!
Games for the athletic to not so athletic

After UCF's First Home Football Game Check out:

FITNESS FRENZY!

Saturday
Sept. 13, 2003
Recreation and Wellness Center
9pm- 2am

For more info call OSA at 407.823.6471 or stop by Rm. 208 in the SU
osa.sdes.ucf.edu
Attending the University of Central Florida can open up countless opportunities for personal development, career planning, networking and fun. One of the easiest ways to experience all of these benefits is by joining a club or organization.

At UCF, there are over 300 registered clubs and organizations available for membership. With a variety of opportunities, everyone from fraternities to honorary societies to special interest groups, every student has a place to go.

Opportunities for membership can be found at the beginning of the academic term. Fraternities and sororities have recruitment events and the clubs and organizations have the Activities Expo at the Student Union. There are also opportunities to join throughout the semester; when the organizations have meetings, displays or tables set up. For a complete list of registered organizations and contact information, students can access the Office of Student Activities web site at osa.sdes.ucf.edu.

If any students want to start their own club or organization, the registration process is simple. Student organizations must meet two basic requirements: they must not interfere with the mission of the University of Central Florida and they must have at least 12 UCF students. If these requirements are met, the organization must submit the Registration Form and a copy of their Constitution to the Office of Student Activities. All of the necessary forms and resources can also be found on the web site. In partnership with the Student Government Association, OSA can officially recognize any new student organization. If you have any questions please contact osa@mail.ucf.edu or call (407) 823-6471.
Registering as a UCF club

Organization eligibility
In order to be a registered student organization, two main requirements must be met:
1. The organization’s objectives must be “consistent with the broad organizational goals of the University” (GCY-5-0021, FAc).
2. There must be at least 12 students in the organization that meet The Golden Rule membership criteria.

Registration form
Each group must begin by turning in the completed Student Organization Registration Form and their organization’s Constitution.

The Registration Form is checked for accuracy and student eligibility according to the university.

As stated in The Golden Rule
Membership in any student organization is limited to any student who is currently paying fees and is enrolled with the University of Central Florida. Organizational membership requirements must also be satisfied.

UCF faculty, staff, alumni and Central Florida Research Park employees may be non-voting members. In order to comply with the University’s commitment to non-discrimination, no discrimination shall be made on the basis of gender, race, color, creed, age, religion, disability, nation-
al origin, marital status, sexual orientation/preference, parental status or veteran’s status.

Any errors in the form will be reported to the contact person listed on the form.

Constitution
The organization’s Constitution is checked for completion, using the Constitution checklist as the rubric. The Constitution must be approved by the following people:
- Graduate Assistant of Student Activities
- Assistant Director of Student Activities
- Attorney General of Student Government
- President of Student Government
- Director of Student Leadership Programs

Any errors or revisions will be reported to the Contact Person listed on the Registration Form. It is highly recommended that student organizations follow the Sample Constitution closely to speed up the registration process.

Once the Constitution is approved and the Registration Form is completed and accurate, the student organization becomes registered with the University of Central Florida, barring any discrepancies with University policies.

Changes and updates
The Office of Student Activities seeks to have accurate and updated information at all times. If an organization amends the Constitution in any way, notify OSA so the file is up to date. If any club officer information needs to be changed or updated, contact the office or fill out the organization update form. All forms will be found in the appendix of the OSA student organization handbook.

- COURTY OSA

SGA funds process

For office supplies and travel
1. Fill out the appropriate C & O (Conference and Office) office supplies individual travel, or group travel allocation form. These forms are found at www.sga.ucf.edu under the “Accounting” link or in the SGA office in Student Union Room 214.
2. Bring the completed form to the next C & O Committee meeting.
3. The C & O meeting schedule will be posted on the SGA door.

For general funding up to $1,000
1. Fill out an OAF (Organizations, Appropriations and Finance) Request for Funds allocation form available in the SGA office in Student Union room 214.
2. Bring the completed form to the next OAF Committee meeting. The OAF meeting schedule will be posted on the SGA door.
3. The committee will decide whether or not to pass the allocation.
4. The allocation, if passed, is read into the Senate minutes at the next Senate meeting.
5. Approved funds will be available the Monday after the Senate meeting. The SGA Accountant must be met with to finalize the transfer of funds.
6. Funds must be spent according to all Student Government regulations.

Please contact the Pro Tempore at sga_pro@mail.ucf.edu or the Comptroller at sga_compt@mail.ucf.edu with any questions or for funding requests above $1,000.

- COURTY SGA

Benefits of recognition

Recognition as an official UCF club has its privileges. The following university resources are available to recognized student organizations:
- The privilege to use the university’s name as part of the organization’s name
- Opportunity to apply for student organization funding through SGA
- Access to campus for recruiting, fundraising and publicity purposes
- Free organizational e-mail address and Web site (see http://reach.ucf.edu/wd/pegasus.html)
- Access to resources provided by university departments and offices
- Use of university facilities (either free or at reduced rates) for meetings and events
- Free banking at the UCF Credit Union
- Organization mailbox in the Student Leadership Center
- Access to free publicity on the OSA Web site
- Opportunity to apply for cubicle space on campus
- The privilege to grant awards and honors to organization members
- Opportunity for joint programming with the Campus Activities Board or with Volunteer UCF
- Opportunity to participate as a group in Homecoming
- Access to leadership development opportunities like EKCEL

- COURTY OSA

IMAGINE, YOU AND S.H.A.C...

The Student Health Advisory Council (SHAC) of UCF is having a recruitment meeting. We are looking for individuals who would like the opportunity to assume an advisory position in the policy, budgeting, physician selection and publicity functions of the Student Health Services administration. The council serves as a liaison between Student Health Services administration and the student body to help shape more accessible and “student friendly” services.

September 9th at
6:00pm in the
Campus Wellness Center (RWC 111)

QUESTIONS?
send us and email:
UCFSHAC@hotmail.com
or call Holly MacLeod (advisor)
407-823-2643
4EVER Knights
To connect student to alumni and offer opportunities to mingle and network with alumni. Also to educate students about the alumni association.

Alpha Kappa Delta Sociology Club
To promote excellence in scholarship in the study of sociology, research of social problems, and such other social and intellectual activities.

Alpha Kappa Psi
The mission of this organization is to develop well-trained, ethical, skilled, resourceful and experienced business leaders.

American Chemical Society
To rebuild ACS at UCF. We plan to visit elementary and high schools to do various demonstration. We are also starting a tutoring service for most chemistry classes. In the future we plan to visit industries.

American Choral Directors Association
To promote choral music education within the Music Department of UCF the surrounding community, and our state.
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Graduate Student Association

Graduate education has come of age at UCF and graduate students now have an organization to call their own. GSA is registered with the Student Government Association, and our purpose is to represent your interests, and enrich your educational and professional experience.

Join GSA and help us provide a voice for graduate students at UCF

Visit our website at

www.GSA.graduate.ucf.edu

for information about events, meetings, and how to join the Graduate Student Association.
Club Soccer Team
To offer UCF students a chance to represent their school and interact with other institutions while using their physical and mental abilities to attain their goals while showing good sportsmanship and teamwork.

College Democrats
To promote the ideals and principles of the Democratic Party and promote the education of the citizenry in matters of public policy.

College of Business Administration. PhD Student Association
Promote the common interest of the College of Business Administration PhD students.

College of Education Student Council
To be the voice of the College of Education at the University of Central Florida, strive to develop and promote increasing unity within the college by bringing together student educators for the achievement of common goals through democratic action. In this spirit, we hereby adopt this Constitution of the Central Florida Education Student College Council.

College Republicans
Central Florida Republicans is a student political organization dedicated to supporting the Republican Party. Our purpose is to organize, educate, and mobilize Republicans at UCF.

College Music Educators Natl. Conf.
To increase knowledge, interest, and security in all areas of music education through chapter programs and community outreach programs.

College Perceptive Arts Society
We shall strive to provide the highest quality of percussion students through clinics, improved rehearsal facilities, and technological advantages.

Computer Combat Simulation Club
To introduce individuals to Local Area Networks and Simulation Software.

Consultants for Effective Leadership
The CEL program provides interactive training through educational, professional, and leadership consultations. CEL assists student clubs and organizations achieve their most effective level of leadership.

Cooperative Education (Co-op)
Cooperative Education (Co-op) is an academic program in which students work in their major fields of study for competitive salaries. Co-op offers a blend of theory and practice, combining formal university preparation with practical work experience.

Counseling and Testing Center
The Counseling and Testing Center provides a professional staff of psychologists and mental health counselors. The Center offers psychological and career counseling for UCF students. The Testing Center administers many national and professional tests.

CREED, Assoc. of Optic Students (CAS)
To promote the discipline of Optics through an organized effort in study, research, and discussion. To further the professional development of students as well as to initiate social and cultural activities to the benefit of all the members.

Crew Club
To represent UCF in the rowing community. To teach student athletes how to row and most importantly how to train.

Cricket Club
To promote the sport of Cricket at the collegiate level and to represent Crane and community as athletes and scholars.

Cryptography Club
To provide educational opportunities for its members in the field of cryptography. Members will gain knowledge in the field of cryptology, mathematical deduction, and logical problem solving.

Cypres Dome Society
To dedicate itself to fostering the literary arts at UCF and promoting a sense of community among writers and artists.

Danceforce
To provide enjoyment and exercise through creative dance in a non-competitive environment.

Delta Epsilon Chi (DEC)
To provide leadership and educational opportunities for its members and to promote student interest and involvement in the Delta Epsilon Chi sponsored competitions and conferences.

Delta Sigma Pi
Delta Sigma Pi is a professional fraternity organized to foster the study of business in universities; to encourage scholarship, social activity & the association of students for their mutual advancement by research & practice; to promote closer affiliation between the commercial world & students of commerce, and to further a higher standard of commercial ethics & culture.

Department of Theater
Seeking to develop theatre artists of the highest quality, the Department of Theatre, through its BA and BFA degree programs, will provide selected students with this training education, and experiences necessary for the successful pursuit of professional theatre careers in performance, theatrical design, technology, stage management, and theatre administration.

Digital Media Association
To unite students with similar interests in Digital Arts and help them create good connections with future professionals of their field of work.

Dispute Resolution Services
Their mission is to serve the University community as a forum for fair and impartial dispute resolution of interpersonal conflicts. Their primary goal is to make a positive difference in the lives of our community, with the ultimate aim of creating an environment in which everyone feels safe and respected.

Disciples On Campus (DOC)
To provide an atmosphere for Christians to be unified on the campus of the University of Central Florida. To bring the knowledge of God and His Word to the campus and community.

Diversified Greek Council
To oversee all men and women’s national cultural greek-letter organizations.

Division of Continuing Education
The Division of Continuing Education at UCF offers non-credit courses and programs to make accessible the University’s resources for the re-education, training, professional advancement, and personal growth of the professionals and private citizens in its service area as well as the state, region, and nation.

Doctoral Org. of Clinical Students Psychology (DOCS)
To promote the professional development of doctoral level graduate students in clinical Psychology; provide a liaison between students, faculty, and administration; to encourage the general spirit of cohesion between the university and community.

Every Knight Can Excel in Leadership (ECKL)
To develop comprehensive leadership development program that offers all UCF students the opportunity to explore the aspects of leadership, individuals and principles of the university and the skills and support needed to succeed.

Electrochemical Society
To inform the students about the Electrochemical science and technology developed in industry and other universities.

Elements (The)
To promote the positive aspects of Hip Hop Culture to the UCF student body.

Environmental Society
To foster environmental awareness in the UCF campus and the Central Florida Area. To educate students about the environmental issues that surround them. To provide opportunities and experiences for community service activities.

Equestrian Club
To provide a well planned and local stable, as well as represent UCF in the Intercollegiate Horse Show Association.

Falun Gong Cultivation Society at UCF
To genuinely bring students to higher levels of awareness by increasing moral quality and mind nature. Effectively eliminating negative energy for students.

Fellowship of Christian Athletes
To present athletes and coaches and all whom they influence the challenges and adventure of receiving Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord, serving Him in their relationships and in the fellowship of the church.

Feminist Majority Leadership Council
To advance the policy, practice, and advocacy of feminist leadership development programs.

Feminist Majority Leadership Council
To provide information and resources to graduate programs.

First Year Student Adm. Council
The First Year Student Advisory Council has been established to allow interested students an opportunity to assist in improving and implementing related programs for first year students. This will be done through the coordination of various groups with the primary focus on orientation.

Forensic Science Association
The purpose of the Forensic Science Association is to provide exposure to the field for those interested in pursuing a career in Forensic Science and to provide assistance to students in the Forensic Science Program.

Free the Planet
To impact critical environmental issues, network student environmental activists, and train the next generation of environmental leaders.

French Club
To encourage the learning of French as a second language and to the study of the francophone world.

Frequent Hour Society
Pi Delta Phi
To recognize outstanding scholarship in the French language and its literature, to increase the knowledge and appreciation of Americans for the cultural contributions of the French-speaking world.

Future Technical Communicators
Future Technical Communicators is an organization focusing on providing its members with real world experience and developing professional experiences through internship and job placement opportunities.

Golden Key Intl. Honor Society
To recognize and encourage scholastic achievement and excellence in all undergraduate fields, to unite with faculty and administrators in developing and maintaining high standards of education, to provide economic assistance to outstanding members by means of scholarships, and to promote athletic conduct through voluntary service.

Golden Knights Honorary Leadership Council
It is the principal objective of this organization to organize student leaders to increase the prestige, awareness, and excitement of UCF through the university, to promote the university and community and the university, to provide entertainment and to promote student leadership.

Gaming Club
To provide a place for UCF students to gather and engage in the pursuit of our common hobby. And to promote world peace.

Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Student Union (GLUSE)
To eliminate homophobia; to achieve equality and fair treatment of all people regardless of sexual orientation or gender identity; and to overcome the devastating effects of discrimination on gay, lesbians, bisexual, and transgender persons.

Gold Team
The objective of the Gold Team shall be to represent the Football Department in a respectable and appropriate manner. The Organization shall work in conjunction with the athletic department to recruit prospective football athletes to attend the University of Central Florida.

Golden Key Intl. Honor Society
To recognize and encourage scholastic achievement and excellence in all undergraduate fields, to unite with faculty and administrators in developing and maintaining high standards of education, to provide economic assistance to outstanding members by means of scholarships, and to promote athletic conduct through voluntary service.

Graduate Nursing Association
Our mission is to provide a forum for graduate nursing students to expand our knowledge through collaboration with others and to be a voice for the graduate nurses at the University of Central Florida.

Graduate Political Scientists
To promote political awareness among the University community, provide fellowship for political science graduate students, and to help such students succeed in their studies and future careers.

Graduate Student Association
To provide a support network for graduate and doctoral students at UCF through workshops, social, and other events.

Graphic Design Student Association
To provide leadership and educational opportunities for its members as well as to promote a pre-professional environment to encourage and prepare students for their future work field.

Gospel and Cultural Choir
To attain and enhance cultural heritage for students, to serve as an effective liaison between the community and the university, to serve as a recruiting agent for minority students at local high schools, it allows students to congregate for social, religious, educational, and recreational outlets.

Graduate Business Student Assoc.
To foster growth of graduate business students through an academic and professional environment by providing business graduate students with the ability to offer formal constructive input and attend feedback to graduate programs.

UCF Hospitality Association
Networking, socials, and just plain fun!

Man to get involved

4EVER KNIGHTS is a great way to get involved, meet other spirited UCF students and start networking with UCF alumni. As a student member of the UCF Alumni Association you can begin making those lifelong connections today.

Be part of one of UCF's largest organizations on campus. Students today—Alumni Forever!

Start the new semester out right, get involved today!

For more information visit

www.ucfalumni.com or call (407) UCF-ALUM.

UCF Hospitality Association
Networking, socials, and just plain fun!

Meeting September 10 at 5:30 PM in the Student Union Room 218AB

Contact David Buckalew at skee067@aol.com with any questions.

University of Central Florida
Academics for International Students

Admission
For non-native English-speaking students/professionals who desire to communicate more effectively in American English. This is a 10-week intensive English course for business professionals and individuals, offering one-on-one and group settings (6-8 students) to address all aspects of speech.

Acceptance
In addition, each student receives pre- and post-speech assessments, a dictation tape of a personalized text, and a course certificate of completion.

Want to communicate more EFFECTIVELY?
- Small classes, individual attention
- Intensive, month-long course (8 classes)
- Dates: September 2-26
- October 6-30
- November 3-26
- Mondays & Wednesdays 5:00-6:30pm
- Tuesdays & Thursdays 12-1:30pm

Contact
CMMS@MAIL.UCF.EDU
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE CLUB • ORGANIZATION GUIDE

UCF Main Campus MMC Bldg 81 (behind the Barbara Ying Center)

Phone: 407-823-5515 for more information
We, the current Student Government Association leaders, are devoted to continuing the traditions of student excellence. We believe the primary responsibility of SGA is to offer the programs and services that you, the students, want. Our mission is to make SGA a valuable resource for the student body by increasing services to students in the area of campus life, by becoming the voice for student concerns, and by creating an environment conducive to learning, mutual respect, individual and collective advancement, acceptance, and understanding. The following is our plan of action to complete this mission by offering programs and services in the areas of UCF Community, UCF Academics, UCF Awareness and Advocacy, UCF Campus Services, and UCF Athletics and Traditions.

UCF Community
- UCF Card Discounts at Surrounding Businesses
- Main Campus Support for Branch Campus Events
- UCF Panoramic in Surounding Businesses
- High School Outreach Program
- UCF Day in the Community
- Bridge-under-Community at UCF Dance Marathon
- Community Task Force
- Bringing a Reasonably Priced Grocery Mart to Campus
- Lake Clara Improvements
- Shelters for Campus Shuttle Stops
- SafeRide Program

UCF Academics
- Facilitate textbook exchange
- Freshman Survival Kit
- Online Teacher and Course Evaluations
- Roundtable Discussion With Faculty Senate
- Organize 500 Job Fair With All Florida Colleges
- Sign Language Recognized for Foreign Language Requirement
- Community Service Hours on School Transcripts
- Who's Who at UCF Publication and Scholarship Meet the Dean Sessions
- Plus Only Grading System
- MidKnight Breakfast

UCF Awareness & Advocacy
- State of the Campus Address
- Information Line for Current Events
- Cabinet Committee System
- Student Government Newsletter
- Additional Electronic Marquees
- Expand Information and Feedback on SGA Website
- Publicize Student Accomplishments and Awards
- Strong Student Representation on All University Committees
- Judicial Advice for All Appeals Processes
- Equitable Fees for Non-Traditional Students
- Improve Police Student Relations

UCF Campus Services
- Establish UCF Traffic Court
- Support "Knightcast," A Student Run Radio Station
- Additional Student and Club Space in Student Union
- Modify KnightCycle Recycling Program
- Golf Cart Transportation for Temporarily Disabled
- Make Copies of All Textbooks Available in the Library
- Increase Graduate Assistantships
- Increase RA Compensation Package
- Extended hours for the Health Center
- Increase Orientation Team Compensation
- No School No Tickets

UCF Athletics & Traditions
- Lobby for More NCAA Athletic Teams
- Student Buses to All Home Football Games
- Free Student Parking at the Citrus Bowl
- Pep Rallies for All Sports
- Lighting for Intramural Fields
- Support Spirit Police
- Black and Gold Fridays
- Homecoming Tradition of Knightmare
- UCF Founder's Day Celebration
- KnightRiders Away Mission

www.sga.ucf.edu
Office of Student Activities
Provides programming, community service opportunities, leadership development, and student organizational assistance in an effort to enhance student life, contribute to enrolment growth and establish collegiate learning experience for students at the University of Central Florida.

Office of Undergraduate Studies
Supports the academic mission of the university, assisting in curriculum development and review, in co-curricular planning and programming, and in enhancing the effectiveness of other units and faculty in their efforts to provide outstanding undergraduate education.

The Objectives Club at UCF
Fans and advocates of Ayn Rand’s ideas can enjoy the company of like-minded individuals in this club.

The Order of Omega (University of Central Florida)
Recognizes students—men and women—who have attained a high standard of leadership in interfraternity activities, and encourages them to continue along this line. This organization helps create an atmosphere where ideas and issues can be discussed openly across Greek lines and help work out solutions.

Org. for Future Public Administrators
It is the mission of the Organization for Future Public Administrators to provide educational and developmental opportunities for its members and to promote student interest and involvement in Public Administration.

Orientation Team
The Orientation Team is students selected from a group of applicants based on their academic leadership skills and campus activities. They go through months of training before orienting your student for a successful experience at UCF.

Outlanders
Pursue outdoor recreation and adventure in a fun environment.

Paintball Association
To present UCF at tournaments and give every student a chance to try the sport and be a part of a team.

Paddling Club
To bring together students from UCF to enjoy paddling sports, and to go on paddling excursions throughout the Southeast.

Panhellenic Association (Council)
The UCF Panhellenic Council serves as the governing body over the NPC Chapters and acts in accordance with the NPC UNANIMOUS AGREEMENTS and policies.

Parking Services
A multi-faceted, auxiliary service organization that is committed to providing exceptional customer service characterized by professionalism, teamwork and accountability. This division provides assistance to the University Community through the Motorist Assistance Program.

PC Gaming Enthusiasts
To provide an environment for all types of students to enjoy computer games. The organization will sponsor students to get where they want to go, and is to help students at tournaments and the exchange of ideas among historians.

PC Sigma Pi
PC Sigma Pi shall be a co-ed national honor fraternity founded upon a basis of superior scholarship with the purpose of encouraging academic, professional, and social ideals in carrying out the purpose of PC Sigma Pi. The organization shall constantly strive to encourage three ideals: scholarship, leadership, and fellowship.

Philo Delta Kappa
To provide access to all Orthodox and non-orthodox students to join together and enjoy spiritual unity and fellowship to strengthen the ties between the Eastern and Oriental Orthodox churches, and, finally, to make aware to the general public about the Orthodox church.

Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity
Services the student, school, the profession, and the community.

Phi Alpha Theta History Honor Society
We are a professional society that promotes the study of history through the encouragement of research, good teaching publication, and the exchange of learning and ideas among Historians.

Phi Beta Lambda
To bring business and education together in a positive working relationship through innovative leadership and career development programs. We are the premier organization for student leaders preparing for careers in business.

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia (Mu Eta Chapter)
To encourage and actively promote the development of creativity, performance, education, and research in music in America. To instill in all people an awareness of music's important role in the enrichment of the human spirit.

Phi Sigma Pi
Phi Sigma Pi shall be a co-ed national honor fraternity founded upon a basis of superior scholarship with the purpose of encouraging academic, professional, and social ideals in carrying out the purpose of Phi Sigma Pi. The organization shall constantly strive to encourage three ideals: scholarship, leadership, and fellowship.

Philo Thetis Kappa
To transition from the community college to the university.

Philosophy and Religion Club
The club provides leadership and educational opportunities for its members and to promote student interest in philosophy and religion, and as far as we can, making the understanding of surrounding philosophy and religion.

Outland
Estate
Services
MOVING IN? SECURE YOUR DEPOSIT!

- BEFORE giving it back to the landlord. Keep it in a safe place during the duration of your lease.

- TAKE PICTURES!
  - To further protect yourself from being charged for damages existing when you move in, take photos of all common areas, your room, and bathroom. Photograph any current problems with the condition of the flooring, carpeting, furniture, and the lawn/landscape (if you are responsible for lawn upkeep). Take more pictures when you move out. Print the photos with dates!

- INCREASE YOUR CHANCES!
  - By taking these steps, you should not be charged for pre-existing damage when you move out. And you will be able to prove which damages were there at the time you moved in, if the damages claimed against your deposit are disputed.

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu

If you have any questions or problems with your lease, call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit Student Resource Center room 155 Monday - Friday 8am-5pm. We assist with selected areas of law, including landlord/tenant, consumer, criminal, traffic, & more. Qualified students can receive free consultation & representation.

Photographic Association
To facilitate the education and appreciation of the photographic arts for students at the University of Central Florida.

Pi Sigma Alpha, Political Science Honor Society
The purpose of Pi Sigma Alpha is to stimulate scholarship and intelligence in political science.

Pi Tau Sigma (Delta Sigma Chapter)
To encourage and recognize superior scholarship, to foster the high ideals of the engineering profession, to stimulate interest in coordinating departmental activities, to promote the mutual professional welfare of its members, and to develop in students of mechanical engineering the attributes necessary for effective leadership and taking up the responsibilities of a citizen living in a democracy.

Potter's Guild
The promotion of ceramics in addition to providing ceramic raw materials to students currently enrolled in ceramic courses.

Pre-Dental American Student Dental Association
The goal of the Pre-Dental ASDA is to help students at UCF learn about the field of dentistry, helping students to get where they want to be in the mindset of ASDA's UCF.

Pre-Med American Medical Student Association
To prepare pre-medical students for medical school through involvement, information, exposure, and experience.
Pre-Physical Therapy
To provide students with peer support while giving them the opportunity to participate in team building. It is also the mission of the pre-PT club to expose the pre-professional students of UCF to the various areas in Physical Therapy.

Pre-Professional American Latino Medical Association
To ensure that UCF pre-professional student info and resources needed to qualify for admissions of professional schools.

Pre-Professional Medical Society of UCF
The Pre-Professional Medical Society serves to foster the growth of pre-medical students at UCF through community service opportunities, academic resources, and interaction with pre-professional students and professionals in the community.

Printing Services
Need something printed right away? Do you have a deadline to meet? One of our services can assist you in all of your document needs. The key to our success is customer satisfaction.

Progressive Council of UCF
Providing a vehicle for forward thought on the campus of the University of Central Florida and the greater Orlando area. This organization will perform this task by maintaining an alliance of progressive clubs at UCF.

Psi Chi Society
To encourage, stimulate, and maintain excellence in scholarship and advances in the science of psychology.

Psi-CHI National Honor Society
Serves as an academic honor society for undergraduate students of exceptional scholarship in Psychology.

Psi-Squared Club
To promote the well-being of MA Clinical Psychology students both in graduate school and beyond by providing volunteer opportunities for these students in the community; networking opportunities with professionals in the community; providing opportunities to attend conferences such as the South Eastern Psychological Association; providing opportunities to interact among peers in the program; and provide a chance to work together as a group on projects focused on the betterment of the community.

Psychological Society
Providing insightful information about the intriguing field of Psychology.

Psychology Club (Cocoa)
Sponsored by members of the Psychology Department. We welcome all majors interested in the advertising and PR field.

A Generation
The mission of this organization is to build a new generation to revitalize the nation.

Radiologic Sciences Student Org.
To provide members the opportunity to attend professional conferences and meetings while providing service to our community.

Reach Peer Education
Your campus resource for college health issues including: sexuality, drugs, alcohol, sexually transmitted diseases, and body image.

READS at UCF
READS stands for Reaching for Equality, Awareness, and Diversity through books.

Rebuilding on a Conservative Kermeon (ROCK)
A conservative, non-partisan educational organization dedicated to the promotion of conservative principles and ideas in society.

Recycle UCF
To provide leadership and service opportunities for its members as well as to work towards increasing recycling efforts on campus.

Red Cross Club
The Red Cross Club will develop and offer services that address critical human, health, and safety needs of the communities, which it serves and are consistent with the American Red Cross mission.

Registrar's Office
Provides enrollment, graduation and information services to students, alumni and the university community.

Rho Lambda
Rho Lambda is a National Honor Society for women who are initiated members of Greek Social Organizations. We recognize the involvement and scholastic achievements of these women through this organization.

Rotaract Club of Orlando at UCF
The purpose of the Rotaract Club of Orlando at UCF is to provide an opportunity for young people to enhance the knowledge and skills that will assist them in personal development, to address the physical and social needs of their communities, and to promote better relations between people worldwide through a framework of friendship and service.

Rowdy Knights
To give students an opportunity sponsored by their school spirit in a group setting.

Rugby Club (Men’s)
Our goal is to promote the sport of rugby at the collegiate level and to represent UCF as athletes, gentlemen, and scholars while making lasting friendships.

Rugby Club (Women’s)
To participate and promote the sport of rugby.

Sailing Club
To provide leadership and educational opportunities for its members and to promote student’s interests and involvement in the Sailing Club sponsored events, competitions, and conferences.

Sangam: The Indian Student Association
To cultivate social well-being of Indian American & International Students Communities. Maintain the rich traditional & cultural heritage of India. Arrange cultural get-togethers and help international students.

Saxophone Collegium
To provide leadership, community involvement, and educational opportunities for its members and to promote student interest and involvement in the Saxophone Collegium sponsored program meetings and festivals.

Semper Fi Society
Our objective is to prepare ourselves as officers in the Marine Corps. We will receive and disseminate policies, doctrines, and vital information pertinent to better understanding future responsibilities as officers of the Marine Corps. We will help to promote good fellowship and camaraderie among our members and all others in whom we come in contact with at our university.

Sige Alpha Iota
A music fraternity for women whose purpose is to foster interest in music and to promote social cohesiveness among members sharing an interest in music.

Sigma Delta Pi Spanish Honor Society
To honor those who attain excellence in the study of the Spanish language and in the study of the literature and culture of the Spanish-speaking people.

Sigma Tau Delta English Honor Society
To promote the literature and scholarship in the literary arts, and form community among students who share this love for language.

Skateboard Club at UCF
To promote interest in all types of skateboarding among UCF students, faculty, staff, and the general public.

Society for Human Resource Management, Student Chapter
To assist students in their quest for professional growth and development of Hispanics in Florida and throughout the country by providing our SHRM members with networking opportunities.

Society for Human Resource Management
To provide leadership and in the field of marketing professional services.

Society of Automotive Engineers
It shall be our endeavor to accomplish our mission by representing UCF through positive participation in collegiate design competitions, supporting the community, and achieving national recognition.

Society of Hispanic Professional Engineer (SHPE)
To promote excellence in the study of the engineering sciences, and to promote the professional and educational advancement of persons seeking careers in the field of marketing professional services.

Solid State Physics
To provide leadership and educational opportunities for students, faculty, and staff in the field of solid state physics.

Society of Physics Students
The purpose of this chapter shall be the advancement and diffusion of knowledge of the science of physics and the encouragement of student interest in physics throughout the academic and local communities.

Society of Women Engineers
To strengthen our membership and to promote professionalism and service in the community.

Spanish Graduate Association (SAGA)
The purpose of SAGA is to foster the growth of Spanish students and any student who may be interested in Spanish language and culture through an academic and professional environment.

Society of Hispanic Professionals (SHPE)
SHPE promotes the development of Hispanics in engineering science, and other technical professions to achieve educational excellence, economic opportunity, and social equity.

Society of Physics Students
The purpose of this chapter shall be the advancement and diffusion of knowledge of the science of physics and the encouragement of student interest in physics throughout the academic and local communities.

Society of Women Engineers
To strengthen our membership and to promote professionalism and service in the community.

SPIE Student Chapter at CREOL
To provide leadership, community involvement, and educational opportunities for its members and to promote student interest and involvement in the CREOL mission.

Connecting the UCF Community: Brown v. Board of Education

Guest Speaker: Gary Orfield
Foremost Authority on Brown v. Board of Education.

September 11, 2003 • 7:00 p.m.
UCF Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom

Gary Orfield, Distinguished Professor of Education at Harvard University, founding co-director of the Civil Rights Project at Harvard and author of numerous articles and books, including Dismantling Desegregation (1996) and Diversity Challenged (2001).
University of Central Florida
Parking and Transportation Services

Permit Regulations
A permit is required for all motor vehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online, and can be picked up at the South Garage or mailed to your home.

Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered by Parking Services
- Jumpstart your car
- Call a tow truck
- Inflate tires
- Give directions

Transportation Services: UCF offers shuttles to and from off campus apartment complexes including:
- Pegasus Pointe
- Pegasus Landing
- Jefferson Commons
- Village at Alafaya Club
- Village at Science Drive
- University House
- Boardwalk
- Research Park
- College Station
- Arbor Apartments
- Collegiate Village Inn
- Northgate Lakes
- Riverwind
- Tivoli

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m.- 5 p.m.

How to get your parking permit
1 Order your parking permit online at www.parking.ucf.edu (complete instructions are online)
2 Pay for your permit

Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812

Student Escort Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.)
provided by the UCF Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at night.
Call (407) 823-2424

2003-04 parking permits will be available July 14, 2003.
Student Academic Resource Center S.A.R.C. provides high-quality academic support programs, including the Remedial Instruction 00, a tutoring advising for students to USC students to support the goal of providing a quality education at the University of Central Florida.

Student Accounting Society To provide accounting and other pre professional business students to careers in accounting.

Student Athletes Advisory Committee To maintain the academic, physical, and development of student-athletes at UCF as well as, foster an active community network between the students-athletes, students, faculty, and community.

Student Athletic Trainers Organization To enhance the knowledge of UCF students whose goal is to become certified Athletic Trainer in such areas as continuing education, professional development, creating, outreach, and interaction with other allied health professionals.

Student Council for Exceptional Children (SCC) To promote the welfare and education of exceptional children in the public school and community.

Student Council for Exceptional Children (Orlando) To improve educational outcomes for individuals with exceptionalities.

Student Entrepreneur Society To reach out to the students at UCF in informing and preparing them for entrepreneurial opportunities.

Student File Educators Assoc. (SFEA) SFEA also is to help developing teachers be prepared for dealing with today's diverse student population and to prepare future teachers to be informed leaders who can move themselves, the profession and NEA forward.

Student Government To provide a variety of free services to students and to allocate funding from the Student Activity and Service Fee (SASF) to student groups, clubs, and organizations on campus.

Student Health Information Management Association To promote careers in Health Information Management. We will work with faculty, administration, and professionals in the field to ensure a continuing quality HIM program.

Student Health Services The Health Center provides basic outpatient medical care for acute and non acute illnesses and injuries. It also provides physical examinations and women's clinic; immunizations; complete xray, laboratory, and pharmacy services; and telephone medical advice.

Student Legal Services Student Legal Services seeks to provide students with advice and consultation including court representation in selected areas of law such as consumers; landlord/tenant, simple wills and noncriminal traffic.

Student Managed Portfolio Program To provide a select group of students with an opportunity to gain hands-on experience in managing an investment.

Student Nurses' Association To aid in the development of professional programs representative of fundamental and current professional interest and concern.

Student Personnel Association To provide undergraduates and graduate students with the communication skills and development, others who are interested in student affairs at a college or university.

Student Philosophy Society To serve as a resource to its members and the schools by acting as an official the critical discussion of philosophical topics, the enrichment of students through direct involvement with peers of a common interest and development of inter-collegiate social skills, with other universities respective clubs.

Student Physical Therapy Association Promoting the professional physical therapy to increase awareness and physical therapy training research to attend national conferences.

Student Respiratory Therapy Society To promote the field of respiratory care and to improve the quality of respiratory care and education of students in the professional field of medicine.

Student Wellness Advocate Team Our mission is to provide effective wellness experiences for every student at UCF, which will enhance the quality of their education and prepare them for the future of possible career choices.

Students for the Exploration & Development of Space Expand and diversifies Florida's Space Industry through the design and development of space payload and satellites.

Students for Life To educate the University community about pro-life and related issues according to the University's life, to promote the fundamental human rights of every human being and to provide support to families affected by, but not limited to, abortion.

Surf Club/Team To provide a social venue where people with the same interest can hang out and raise money for the spring National Championships.

Swing Knights To promote and educate students on swing dance history and culture.

Table Tennis Club To allow students from the University to organize and compete with students from other universities, as well as hone their own skills amongst one another. Members of the club will also be given the chance to socialize and to college life.

Tabletop Gaming Club Providing a place for UC students to gather and engage in the pursuit of our common hobby, and reaching out to the community of tabletop hobbists.

Tae Kwon Do Club at UCF This club shall attempt to give its participants self-confidence through mastery of traditional techniques, develop self-control in all areas of life, and cultivate a black belt attitude amongst its members.

Taiwanese Student Association To preserve and disseminate Taiwanese culture, to promote understanding among students, and among the UCF community at large, and to create a network of students interested in learning about Taiwanese culture and community living through intellectual, cultural, social, and athletic.

Tamu Beta Pi We are the Florida Delta Chapter of the National Engineering Honor Society, Tau Beta Pi. We represent all the engineering disciplines and majors through scholarship.

Tamu Sigma Zeta Pi Tau Sigma Zeta National Honor Bar-Sorority provides service to collegiate bands, encourages the advancement of women in the band profession, and promotes and enriches an appreciation of band and educational music through recognition, leadership development, and education of its members.

Tamu Sigma Transfer Honor Society The organization was established to recognize the academic achievement of students transferring to the University of Central Florida from another academic institution and to encourage and promote involvement at UCF, especially in academic and programs that assist other transfer students in making a successful transition.

Team Chiropractic To have honest, health-conscious members educate students about the benefits of chiropractic and to further the opportunities for those interested in the chiropractic profession.

Tennis Club To enjoy and gain an understanding for the game of tennis. We participate in tennis events in the community and at other schools. All levels of players are involved and welcomed.

Tridion Plan To provide insight into the litigation process for all members; "Bridge the Gap" between theoretical courses and the actual practice of law; strengthen its members oral and written communication skills as they relate to the litigation process; expose students to the trial process to better prepare them for law school and a possible career in litigation.

Turkish Student Association To provide awareness and improve relations between Turkish, American and other cultures and to improve educational and social opportunities for its members.

UCF Marketing University Marketing is a client-based, service unit of the University of Central Florida that provides professional strategic marketing consultation and communication services to its colleges and administrative units in order to achieve university goals.

Ultimate Frisbee UCF The purpose of the student body of UCF with an opportunity to show off their abilities at the sport of Ultimate Frisbee, to teach the rules and skills necessary to play Ultimate Frisbee, as a sport to promote the ideas of teamwork, leadership, cooperation, and sportsmanship.

United Nations Association (UNA-UCF) The purpose of UNA-UCF is to provide a forum of study and promote the ideas of international cooperation.

Vietnamese American Student Association (VASA) focuses on giving Vietnamese and non-Vietnamese the chance to experience the pleasures and beauty of the Vietnamese culture.

Vocal Society For students who are interested in learning about the choral literature and performing in choral ensembles, this organization provides a wide range of opportunities and offers a chance to come together and sing.

Volleyball Club To promote the sport of volleyball through recreational play and intercollegiate competition.

Volunteer UCF Volunteer UCF is an information and referral service dedicated to community service. Volunteer UCF links interested students and student organizations with more than 200 community service agencies and projects that best fit their interest, talents, and majors. Throughout the year, UCF sponsors several events.

Water Polo Club To get UCF's name out among renowned universities in this exciting sport.

Water Ski Team Represent UCF in collegiate ski tournaments.

Wesley Foundation Dedicated to making disciples of Jesus Christ and to making him known.

Women in Sports Business To establish a professional network to create opportunities for women in sports business and to establish relationships with community organizations to enhance opportunities for women in sport.

Wrestling Club To provide an opportunity for UCF students to continue their wrestling career in a state that does not offer this opportunity in the state college.

Xchanger Xperiences (XX) To help exchange students at UCF integrate into the community and enjoy their time at UCF. We will be open-minded, eager to make friends, learn about the knowledge of the world and other cultures.

YouthLife To provide fellowship and Christian training for its members and to help grow in and share their faith with teenagers in the Metro Orlando area.

UNIVERSITY WRITING CENTER Because Writers Need Readers

Undergraduate Students • Graduate Students • Honors in the Major Student Athletes • Pegasus Program • Business Writers Creative Writers • Education got Writing?

Class Assignments Group Projects Resumes and Portfolios Scholarship/Grad School Applications Personal Writing

Visit our website to make an appointment, visit a map of our location, and find our hours of operation.

(407) 823-2197

http://www.uwc.ucf.edu
Join a Club, Have Fun, Volunteer, Save a life, Work with children, Give Blood, Go to a Concert, Develop your leadership skills...

Get Involved!
The Office of Student Activities at UCF

Get Involved! UCF's 300+ clubs and organizations can provide you with fun activities, service events, leadership opportunities, and much more. On any day of the week, you can see political activism, spiritual enhancement, social justice, or just plain fun from clubs and organizations. You can meet new friends, make future connections, take on responsibilities, or enjoy company as you make the most of your UCF experience. No matter what your interests or hobbies are, there is a student group for you! If you don't find what you are looking for, you can start a new organization. For more information, check out http://osa.sdes.ucf.edu.

DON'T MISS OUT ON THESE UPCOMING EVENTS
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 8
2 pm SGA Meet and Greet, Key West Ballroom 218 AB
4 pm Event Planning 101 with Student Union Event Services, SU rm. 218D

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10
4 pm Inside the Student Senate workshop for Clubs and Organizations, SU rm. 223
7 pm EKCEL "Rock Around the Clock," Time Management Workshop, Cape Florida 316 AB

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
12 pm Volunteer UCF Volunteer Expo, SU South Patio

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
6 pm First Football Home Game vs Florida Atlantic, Freshman Fan Fest, Citrus Bowl
9 pm - 2 am Late Knights, Fitness Frenzy, Recreation and Wellness Center

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
7 pm EKCEL "Let's Get the Party Started," Vision and Goal Setting Workshop, Cape Florida 316AB
9 pm CAB Speaker Judson Laipply, "Inspirational Comedy," Cape Florida 316AB

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
7 pm Do you want to be Miss America? Miss and Mr. UCF Interest meeting, Wackadoo's
8 pm Viewing Party to Cheer for Miss Florida, UCF student Ericka Dunlap, in the Miss America Pageant on ABC, Wackadoo's

KEEP AN EYE OUT FOR THESE UPCOMING EVENTS!
MONTHLY EVENTS
Late Knights Program
Knight of Sushi

SEPTEMBER
CAB Tuesday Knight Live Comedian Bert Kreischer
EKCEL "Where is your stage crew?" Team building workshop
CAB Movie "Old School"

OCTOBER
Mr. and Miss UCF Auditions
Haunted Arboratum
Homecoming
Family Weekend

NOVEMBER
North Star Summit Student Leadership Conference
Volunteer UCF - Hunger Banquet

FEBRUARY
Miss UCF Scholarship Competition
Dance Marathon for Children's Miracle Network

CAB: Campus Activities Board.
Your source for entertainment events.

EKCEL: Every Knight Can Excel in Leadership: A student leadership development program.

Volunteer UCF: The place to go for info and referrals on community service.

"KNIGHTMAIRE" IS RETURNING
Mark your calendars for UCF Homecoming 2003! All your favorites, Spirit Splash, the parade downtown, the carnival, the outdoor movie at the Reflecting Pond, and more will occur the week of October 17th - 25th. You too can join in the fun! For individuals or groups who want to help with the events, come to the Homecoming volunteer meeting on Wednesday, Sept. 24, 12-2 pm in the Student Union, rm. 218C, and Tuesday, Oct. 7th at 12-2 pm in the Student Union, rm. 218C.

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT OSA.SDES.UCF.EDU